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Officers of the OCF’s Board of Directors Announced

Posted on: May 9, 2022
The officers of the OCF’s Board of Directors have been confirmed following a recent election. Leading the organization’s strategic planning as President of the Board will be Brian Bishop, CEO of Data Performance Consultancy Limited.

On his appointment, Brian commented: “I’m delighted to be appointed President of the OCF’s Board of Directors, a position in which I will work to drive the overall strategy of the organization. I have a particular ambition for the OCF to be recognized as the default standard for smart city infrastructure, enabling the development of new SME supply chains and furthering the adoption of secure open standards globally. We are rapidly moving towards this objective, with interest in the OCF already secured from several governments across the world.”

Joining Brian is Betty Zhao, Standard Operation Manager at Haier, who has been named Treasurer of the Board, and Wouter van der Beek, Chief Operating Office at Cascoda, who has been announced as Board Secretary.

President – Brian Bishop

Brian has been researching smart cities for nearly a decade. He has represented the UK government on Global Expert Missions and trade missions for smart cities internationally and is also on the roster of smart city consultants for the United Nations Habitat Programme.

Treasurer – Betty Zhao

Betty is responsible for international IoT standards operations at Haier Group. Betty has over 15 years’ standardization experience in wireless communication and IoT industries, developing MAC layer protocol in IEEE 802.11 and IEEE 802.15. Betty’s expertise includes 802.11/15 MAC layer, data modeling, cloud-to-cloud communication, and ecosystem bridging.

Secretary – Wouter van der Beek

Wouter is the main representative of Cascoda in various standards organizations. He currently chairs the OCF Technical Coordination steering committee, aligning specification, implementation and certification work. His many and various contributions in the OCF are now standardized in releases of the OCF standard and others.

For more information regarding the OCF’s 2022 Board of Directors, click here. If you are interested in becoming a member of the OCF, find out more here.


Filed Under: Blog 
Building Upon NIST’s Core Cybersecurity Features

Posted on: October 28, 2019
By Mark Walker, Director, Technology Policy at CableLabs

This past August, the Open Connectivity Foundation (OCF) published a blog on the suggested core security capabilities for device manufacturers laid out by National Institute for Standards and Technology (NIST), and how the OCF Specification includes and will continue to build upon these capabilities. As these capabilities are included in the OCF Specification, each OCF-certified device has been developed and maintained with security in mind. This security-by-design approach to device development allows the Internet of Things (IoT) to continue to evolve and helps prevent future security and interoperability challenges.

Last month, the OCF submitted comments to NIST in response to draft NISTIR 8259 (“Core Cybersecurity Feature Baseline for Securable IoT Devices: A Starting Point for IoT Device Manufacturers”). These comments range from support of different features to suggestions on how to continue developing these and other capabilities. The OCF supports NIST’s work in IoT security and specifically its development of a core cybersecurity feature baseline for the IoT. More broadly, the OCF urges NIST to work with global governments to help ensure harmonization of IoT security policy to accelerate the promised benefits of an IoT. The OCF also made clear that it has already implemented nearly all of the identified features in its specification and in the associated open source implementation.

The OCF is currently working through how to implement “cybersecurity event logging” and believes the industry would benefit from further guidance from NIST in this area. More generally, the OCF expressed its support for NIST’s flexible approach to implementing the identified cybersecurity features, the recommendation that IoT manufacturers use established IoT platforms, and the need to clearly communicate cybersecurity information to customers. However, the OCF suggested that NIST separate the core baseline of cybersecurity features (Section 4) from the business practice guidance (Sections 3, 5, 6, and 7) and place this latter guidance in a separate, standalone document.

By providing these comments and suggestions, the OCF is actively accomplishing its mission to work with government and industry organizations in order to develop a more reliable, secure IoT for all verticals around the world. As we have said before, developing IoT security cannot be brought by a single actor in the industry. Engaging with government organizations and contributing to industry-led security reports, such as the C2 Consensus, showcases the OCF’s leadership as well as its ability to help build a security framework that anyone can follow, no matter the size of the project. The OCF is here to enable every organization to make the IoT a reality.

OCF’s full comments can be found here.


Filed Under: Blog 
III partners with OCF to lead the development of the IoT industry with various AI and smart home applications

Posted on: May 31, 2018
The Institute for Information Industry (III) , Taiwan, has formed a close partnership with the Open Connectivity Foundation (OCF) and has been fully engaged in helping Taiwanese firms to obtain international certifications. OCF and III held the conference on “Next Generation IoT Architecture” on June 7th at Taipei World Trade Center, where Dr. John Joonho Park, the Executive Director of OCF, gave updates on OCF and its strategy for 2018 and 2019, and OCF members, including VIA Technologies, Lynx Technology, and Microsoft Taiwan shared the latest development of IoT technologies and applications.

… [Read More]


Filed Under: Announcements 
Driving the Internet of Things: OCF Automotive Project accelerates connected vehicles

Posted on: October 26, 2018
[image: Automotive Project]

If you’ve purchased a new vehicle in the past decade, chances are it is … [Read More]
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Getting connected to the Internet of Things

One of the central-most challenges facing IoT is reliable interoperability between each connection. Addressing this challenge is essential to unlocking the full potential of IoT.

OCF certification improves IoT interoperability, reduces time-to-market and enhances the customer experience with OCF specific testing and certification.

These programs provide robust, real world testing to help developers and OEMs ensure that their IoT products work.
















OCF Certification
Learn more here



 



















UPnP Certification
Learn more here.



 






















Authorized Test Labs
Learn more here



 



















Certified Product List
View Certified Products Here
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